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Learning Outcomes
1. Understand what makes an EA an EA
2. Define the three fundamental concepts of environmental impact 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Image credit: Cris Guterres, USAID. Celestina Pinto, left, and Filomena Mendonca de Araujo stand in a field of purple sweet potatoes on the Avansa Agrikultura project demonstration plot. https://www.usaid.gov/sites/default/files/success_story/_MG_9468.jpg
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide does duplicate an earlier one. But it is important to recap the process and the 22 CFR 216 terminology. As stated before, all Environmental Impact Assessment processes begin with screening --- sorting proposed activities into risk categories by applying a set of simple criteria established by the specific law, regulation or policy. (We’ll review the screening process under Regulation 216 a little later.) Screening does NOT require detailed analysis or extensive baseline data. It DOES require a basic understanding of what the proposed activity is, and where it will be undertaken. Depending on the risk category (low, medium or high), the process may end (RCE), proceed to a preliminary assessment (IEE), or to a full study (Environmental Assessment, Programmatic Environmental Assessment), respectively.  (USAIDs terms in parentheses.)The preliminary assessment (IEE) is the most common pathway in the process. The purpose of a preliminary assessment/IEE is to allow the proponent to present analysis as to whether significant adverse impacts are reasonably foreseeable (or not) --- and to allow the reviewer to agree or disagree with those findings. If the preliminary assessment (IEE) DOES find that significant adverse impacts of the activity are reasonably foreseeable, the process proceeds to a full study. Otherwise, the preliminary assessment (IEE) is the last stage in the pre-implementation process, and any environmental mitigation and monitoring conditions defined by the preliminary assessment become required elements of activity implementation. (Note that in some cases there is a subsidiary review process following the preliminary assessment or full study for individual activities within a larger overall project. This process is universally used in Bureau for Latin American and Caribbean (LAC). It is used sparingly in Bureau for Africa (AFR).  Undertake level of analysis that is commensurate to risk.



THE THREE KEY CONCEPTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
ASSESSMENT
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Baseline

The existing environmental situation or 
condition in the absence of the activity

Activity

A desired accomplishment or output

Impact

The change from the baseline situation 
caused by the activity

The impact assessment process 
examines the impacts of activities 
on baseline situations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CheckReiterate that most projects do not move to a full study. Point of reference: done in the context of a proposed action.Impact assessment taken in context of proposed actionIntroduce concept of proposed action (NEPA terminology); comparable to USAID project concept note or PAD.



KEY ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
CONCEPTS
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• Defining “activity” • Characterizing the 
baseline situation

• Defining “impact”
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Image credit: Drip irrigation of new strawberry plants in Egypt. — usaid.gov https://www.usaid.gov/where-we-work/middle-east/merc-water-success-stories



ACTIVITY 
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The impact assessment process examines the impacts of 
activities. 
Under Regulation 216 an activity is:

A project or program usually consists of many activities.
Accomplishing an activity requires a set of sub-activities or 
tasks.

A desired accomplishment or output. For example, a road, 
seedling production, or river diversion to irrigate land.

ACTIVITY:
Market access road 
rehabilitation

SUB-ACTIVITIES OR TASKS:
Survey, grading, culvert 
construction, compaction, etc.. 



5/21/2018

ACTIVITIES AND ACTIONS

WE TRY TO USE “ACTIVITY” 
as ADS 201 does—i.e.  what the 
rest of the world calls a project

ACTIONS—the specific 
interventions implemented 
under an activity

a single action may have many 
components—e.g. the action of 
rural road rehabilitation entails 
survey, grading, materials 
sourcing. . .

22 CFR 216 threshold 
determinations are assigned at 
the action level. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This use of the term “action” is generally consistent with NEPA. However, in many national EIA contexts, “activities” are used to denote components of projects, 



WHAT ARE IMPACTS?
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The impact of an activity is the change from the baseline 
situation caused by the activity.

The baseline situation is the existing 
environmental situation or condition in the 
absence of the activity.

The baseline situation is a key concept in 
environmental impact assessment. 

! To measure an impact, 
you must know what 
the baseline situation is.



BASELINE: THREE IMPORTANT POINTS
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2. The baseline characterization cannot be exhaustive. 
The environmental components most important when determining the baseline 
characterization are those components most likely to be affected by your activity 
and upon which your activity depends on for its success. 
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1. To measure impact, you must know the baseline 
situation

3. The baseline is not just a snapshot in 
time.
• This chart of groundwater levels shows 

both variability and a trend over time
• BOTH are part of the groundwater 

baseline situation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This shallow well features a raised enclosure and a cover, both of which help to reduce the possibility of contamination. Shallow wells provide an easy way to monitor groundwater levels. Describing the baseline situation requires describing both the normal variability in environmental components and current trends in these components.Baseline characterization is a description of environmental conditions in the absence of the proposed activities. The baseline characterization cannot be exhaustive. The environmental components most important when determining the baseline characterization are those components most likely to be affected by your activity and upon which your activity depends on for its success. Provide an overview of topics for examining the environmental baseline, such as:Water: Quantity, quality, reliability, accessibilitySoils: Erosion, crop productivity, fallow periods, salinity, nutrient concentrationsClimate Change: unpredictable weather patterns, agriculture, and food productionFauna: Populations, habitatEnvironmental Health: Disease vectors, pathogensPublic Health: Conflict over resources, vulnerable populations, access to resourcesFlora: Composition and density of natural vegetation, productivity, key speciesKey species, ecosystemsDetermine the baseline situation by obtaining information from 3 sources:Your organization: Talk to staff who know the project, and know the sites. Obtain project documents and informationDirect observation: Go to the site(s). Look up publicly available satellite imagery before you go.Utilize other local talent and knowledge: communities, government, counterparts, literature
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WHERE DO I OBTAIN INFORMATION ON THE 
BASELINE SITUATION?

AREN’T WE FORGETTING 
SOMETHING?

1. YOUR ORGANIZATION:

• TALK to staff who know the project, and 
know the sites.

• OBTAIN project documents and information

2. DIRECT OBSERVATION:

• Go to the site(s)! Look up publicly available 
satellite imagery before you go.

3. UTILIZE OTHER LOCAL   TALENT &  
KNOWLEDGE:

• communities, government, counterparts

What about reports by donor 
organizations and international 
agencies? What about 
government statistics? GIS 
databases?

All these sources can be useful 
(and sometimes necessary)

But good local information is 
the most important input


